I have compiled this list of ‘Top 30 questions’ (& barriers) I encounter when training My Health Record to help others – mainly Practice Managers and PHN support staff –
who are tasked with an enormous change-management challenge when it comes to Digital Health.
I have tried to bring my voice to this document, written my responses the way I answer when asked these question when training. I hope you find this training tool and
information helpful and please do not hesitate to contact me – katrina@trainitmedical.com.au if I can be of any further assistance. With best wishes,, Katrina Otto.

1

Doctor questions, statements &
concerns expressed
Can patients edit what I upload?

Katrina’s responses

“This is by far the most common question I am ever asked. Please know patients cannot edit a document you upload. They only
have view access and cannot edit. They cannot add a back condition and prescribe OxyContin – no way!”
Patients can however see their own health summary that you have uploaded (ideally you’ve done this when you’re with them).
Therefore, I suggest that at the time of uploading it is a good opportunity to show your patient the list of medications they are on
and show them their own medical history list. Then it should not be a surprise for them should they log on and view the uploaded
documents themselves.
I am quietly hoping that patients knowing their own medications and conditions will help with better understanding and
management of their chronic conditions. I read (US) research that said 40% to 80% of what a healthcare provider tells their
patient is immediately forgotten, and half of what the patient does remember, they get wrong.
We also know patients google everything. This is a new era of patient involvement; it will be helpful if they know their own
conditions and can access their health summary themselves when they need to and for other healthcare providers to have
immediate access to it at the point of care. By viewing the uploaded health summaries, other healthcare professionals are also
informed who the regular GP is so they could touch base to further clarify details if they wish.

2

I heard patients can remove
documents?

Yes, they can remove an entire document but why would a patient want to remove a document if they were with you when you
uploaded it and had seen what was on it?
I hear from the medical indemnifiers that most of our complaints in medical practices seem to stem from the patients feeling they
don’t know what we are doing and why. If your patient knows you are uploading their health summary information they should
not then get a shock if they see that document online themselves or when they are with another clinician.
Doctors tell me this is another patient conversation that is going to take up time in a consultation however whether we like it or
not it is a new era and patients are wanting to be better informed and more involved in their health & learn more.
I mean we know how much patients love Dr Google and how scary the answers they get on Yahoo Answers can be. Isn’t it better
to have that conversation now than a complaint later?
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I would imagine patients might want to remove a document if their health summary had inaccurate information on it. So I always
suggest including the patient in the conversation so what they see is not a surprise to them and there aren’t inaccuracies. Being in
practices every day I see inaccurate information shared on paper constantly (I could tell you so many stories and problems caused
by inaccurate printed documents). Nurses especially tell me it is rare to see a printed health summary that is completely accurate
and patients checking their own medication and history list should lead to significant safety benefits.
As the ‘authoring organisation’ you also have authority to remove that entire document. You cannot remove a document another
healthcare organisation has uploaded. I have never heard of anyone removing a document but I would imagine this might be the
scenario if you discovered you had made an error perhaps in the patient’s medication list and quickly wanted to remove the
summary and upload the correct one.
3

Patients can omit information so I may
be looking at a document that is not
clinically accurate. Will I know if a
patient has omitted a condition or
medication?

Patients omit information in person now, they forget information and it has been said at times they don’t actually tell us the full
truth even when directly asked. For example, I wonder how many of your patients actually tell the truth to that ‘how much
alcohol do you drink’ question? We look at paper referrals, health summaries etc all the time now and they are not perfect. We
don’t solely base clinical decisions on them, we try and verify.
Inaccurate data uploaded to the My Health Record system presents clinical risks in the same way as our current work processes
do whereby we send health summaries or medication lists or referrals by paper and fax - as we do now all day every day. I am yet
to meet a Specialist who would believe that a referral is a perfect accurate health summary of the patient. They would like to
trust it I am sure but the reality is far from that. It serves as a guide and hopefully provides some information they did not have at
hand before. I am hoping My Health Record will bring an improvement in data quality to lessen the clinical risks that I see all the
time with our current processes.
What I find is different about the My Health Record is it looks like it should be a perfect record. How about instead thinking of it
this way: If you see a patient and are looking at their discharge summary or health summary, show them and ask them if it is
correct – anything missing? Are they actually taking that medication the discharge summary lists? Perhaps they had a particularly
sensitive issue 25 years ago and will tell you in person but did not want this on their current summary. Perhaps they have never
told anyone this sensitive information.
If you are worried about the fact a summary may have missing information I would suggest documenting the conversation. You
could add a notation in the progress notes to say ‘Asked patient if anything was omitted from health summary. Patient said ^’. I
suggest creating a shortcut key to minimise typing in future if it’s something you feel would be useful.
In this scenario you have 1) viewed their health summary 2) saved it to your local record as evidence of what you’ve viewed and
3) documented that you have checked with the patient directly if anything was omitted and documented their response. What
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more can you do to get the perfect picture? Time to move on with the consultation but hopefully that discharge or health
summary offered information you did not previously have.
I believe we should always assume there may be information missing and clarify with the patient. It is also part of usual provider
obligations for clinical standards of care to ask the patient about any information that may not have been captured in available
documents from third parties. We need to always be mindful patients may never have told the uploading doctor about a
condition ever so in my opinion it is just safest to clarify each time with the patient.
4

What if a patient asks me to omit
information?

What would you do if a patient asked you to do something in a consultation that made you uncomfortable? Most doctors tell me
they would just refuse to do it. Same goes If the patient is asking you to omit information and you feel it puts you, them, or other
clinicians at risk. Doctors have told me they would say “I feel omitting that information could put you and the treating doctors at
risk and I am not prepared to do that”.
I ask the question - at this point in time, on paper, would you refer a patient to an optometrist and not include their gynae
history? When I ask that most doctors say yes, but they say they would include it if it’s a referral to a gynaecologist. These are the
situations you all face now and it is a judgment call and I imagine there are lots of unclear scenarios regardless of whether the My
Health Record is involved. Good conversations to have with your whole practice team though so everyone feels prepared.
I find with this discussion everyone always chooses to focus on patients with particularly sensitive conditions/history such as
terminations, STIs, HIV etc however I pose a different (true) scenario for you:
A patient who is an electrician (one of the most dangerous jobs apparently), working in one of the most dangerous work sites in
Australia and is allergic to “just about everything”. He has a 30-year-old knee injury (no cruciate ligament) that has never stopped
him being an active person or working (or caused pain significant enough for medication) yet he fears the unknown with My
Health Record as says that insurance companies may find out about his knee injury and that could affect his future employment
prospects.
Question to doctors: Would you upload a health summary for this patient with his major allergies but not include his old knee
condition? (By the way, he would tell you in person about his knee as soon as he saw you).
So far 100% of doctors I have asked this question to have said they would upload. Comments have included ‘his knee condition is
not life threatening’ and ‘ED seeing those allergies could save his life’.
There has been a lot of discussion and questions around this but so far I have not yet heard any doctor say a patient has asked for
a health summary to be uploaded with information omitted. Remember patients who are particularly worried about sharing
health information with healthcare providers will probably choose not to have a My Health Record.
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I always suggest if you are ever unsure and feel a patient request or situation puts you at risk, contact your medical indemnifier
for advice.
5

Why do I need this? I am the GP; I
have all the information about my
patient I need.

I think it’s great that you are willing to be there 24/7 for your patient. I see every day how hard GPs work and I would actually like
to lessen that load. What happens when you cannot be there for your patient, when you or they go on holiday? What about your
colleagues, wouldn’t it be good to make their lives easier and stop them having to chase information about your patient?
I find your colleagues in Emergency Departments and After Hours Clinics want health summaries on the My Health Record more
than anyone. One GP I know was of the opinion he did not need to be part of the My Health Record system at all as he had all the
information about his patient (or his staff could get it for him) but said he has now had the realisation that he can’t always be
there for his patients and this is for them. Another GP said that most of his patients are elderly or have chronic conditions and he
often gets phone calls at night and has to try and remember his patients’ details or log-on remotely to his practice. He now
routinely uploads health summaries for all his patients (and he is 70+ - the eldest doctor in his 15 doctor practice!)
I find GPs really start to embrace the My Health Record system when there is a realisation that they cannot always be there for
their patient. I guess historically we have often had doctor-centred care so it is a new way of thinking, a new era!

6

We don’t get paid to be the curator of
the patient’s health record; it’s too
time consuming.

No and many GPs are really struggling with the Medicare freeze and general uncertainty and from what they tell me, a general
lack of recognition and respect. I completely agree that shouldn’t be the case and I would march in a rally for General Practice
however I would debate with anyone who says it takes a long time to upload a shared health summary. What takes the time is
keeping the information up to date ie. Quality data.
Good record keeping is part of a consultation fee. Having an accurate health summary in the medical record is the RACGP
standard regardless of eHealth. It can also help save valuable time in the consultation such as when generating referrals and
chronic condition management because relevant patient information is coded and up-to-date.

7

The incentive payment goes to the
Practice not me. Why should I do this
extra work for no extra payment?

The incentive payment does go to the practice, correct, but that payment is helping the practice to fund all the technology we use
all day - the computers, hardware, peripherals, servers, internet, secure messaging, clinical software, IT support and IT security
etc. Practice Principals often tell me about the additional IT costs of running their business these days. It really is an important
investment in the business as these technology efficiencies benefit all staff. I see practices where there’s been insufficient
investment in IT and it just makes everyone’s job harder.
You are charging a consultation fee and updating health summaries and collating information about the patient, writing
documents etc and this is part of that fee. If a patient has significant health issues (and these are the patients who will benefit the
most from a shared health record) then it would justify a long consultation charge. Someone with say one medication, one
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allergy, well that should be in their record anyway and uploading takes less than one minute max so hard to justify extra payment
for that. I know it’s the conversations that take time but that is mainly in this initial phase. This will just become a natural part of
the clinical workflow. In reality uploading takes about as long as generating a repeat script. Doctors can do this very fast now
(including the conversation) and it’s become such a routine part of the consultation. It wasn’t always that way.
There are practice efficiency workflow processes that may be worthwhile looking at which can make the task of curating the
health summary significantly less time-consuming eg. updating information at the point when new correspondence is
electronically received into clinical software.
8

Our patient records have years of
mess. How do I get GPs in my practice
to focus on data quality?

To me this also comes in the form of a common statement ‘It takes too much time” or “It takes too much time to clean up the
patient history’. It takes 20 seconds to upload a health summary so the time factor often mentioned is all about data cleansing.
Maybe a way to get doctors to focus on data quality is a gentle reminder that having an accurate health summary in the medical
record for your ‘active’ patients ie those you’ve seen 3 times in the past 2 years, is the RACGP standard regardless of eHealth and
that good quality clinical documentation a requirement for MBS billing. Accurate record-keeping is a significant medico-legal risk
minimisation strategy.
I find practices vary greatly but I do see patient records with 10 to 15 years’ worth of mess and unfortunately this does take quite
a bit of time to clean up. I recognise that for many the time it is going to take to clean up patient records now is by far the biggest
challenge and barrier to moving forward.
I argue that surely it’s a good thing to help your colleagues when they are looking after your patient when you can’t be there by
having an up-to-date medication and medical history list and allergies recorded.
My cheeky response is: “My invoice can’t be 50% correct – how come you can print my health summary (with my medications
and medical history) and it is only 50% correct? Surely health information is more important than financial information?
As far as cleaning up goes, I do see a lot of practice nurses and registrars helping with this clean-up. I also see practices hiring a
nurse for an extra day for a set time with a data cleansing type project. This could even have an additional benefit of increasing
practice revenue for example, by using the process to identify patients who have not had a Chronic Condition Management Plan
etc for several years, but who are eligible.
I always suggest that if cleaning up is an overwhelming task start by archiving records for patients who have not visited for years.
By removing them from the ‘clean up list’, you will find the task a lot less daunting. I also suggest, if it is a major project to clean
up, just start cleaning up the health summaries for your patients you are seeing regularly, patients who are likely to go to
hospital. Start with your most vulnerable patients and once cleaned up, maintain that health summary on a regular basis. With
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good software training you can learn tips to more easily keep the health summary up-to-date, reacting to incoming electronic
correspondence.
I find a lot of doctors complain about their colleagues and their poor data quality. I see building resentment too within practices
because some doctors don’t find it a huge challenge and just cannot understand how others don’t care about the fact there may
be outdated or irrelevant information. The doctors who do work on data quality often tell me they feel it’s unfair that they have
to clean up after their colleagues who don’t seem to care. There seems to be a growing divide of doctors who are now good with
technology and those who know the basics and are not interested. As a practice, we should be a team and work together to
improve the quality of our collective service. It’s important to work with those in the practice who are having trouble with
technology by organising training and support.
Doctors often tell me they never had any training with their software and this is really the first time it has really become vital that
we use the software with conformity eg. coding diagnoses, only putting significant events and chronic conditions on the past
history list etc. Now is the time for all practices to implement a quality improvement activity and focus on improving data quality.
It will just make everything so much easier moving forward.
There are also future improvements planned which could enable streamlined synchronisation of data eg. medications the
hospital has put the patient on, so that should lessen the workload of continually ‘curating’ the health summary.
9

Everything gets hacked. How secure is
this data?

Yes, it does seem everything is hackable. Apparently even the Whitehouse got hacked.
I am told the National My Health Record system is built to the same standards as internet banking and I sure remember when
people said they would never use internet banking. I remember when Medicare Online Claiming was introduced. This too was
built using internet banking security technology and at the time was a risk many were reluctant to take. It actually turned out to
be a significant time-saving technology improvement that benefitted both patients and practices. I don’t know anyone who’d go
back to mailing claims or handwriting receipts.
I also clearly remember when doctors told me they’d never use medical software at all because “what happens if the computer
goes down”. At this time this was deemed to be an insurmountable risk. How we addressed this was with good quality IT support,
systems and training. Every practice should have a disaster management and recovery plan.
To be honest I see risk every day in the way we work in practices now and feel we should focus on our practice vulnerabilities and
ensure we have the best procedures in place, good quality IT support and educate staff in both use of technology and security
and confidentiality processes regularly. We have a professional, ethical and legal obligation to keep patient information
confidentiality and secure. Patients take a risk every time they share their personal information with us. They trust us to keep
that safe. We should therefore be constantly assessing risk and improving our practice processes to ensure both the practice and
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patients can feel confident in the way their information is managed. For example, if a patient was worried about their
information being seen inappropriately with the My Health Record I would advise them they can set security controls if they want
whereby they will need to enter their own code. When they are with a clinician and wish to access, at that point in time, they will
supply their code. There is an inbuilt ‘emergency access’ (break glass) feature eg if the patient was unconscious but again the
audit trail would clearly show this had been accessed.
The My Health Record has highlighted awareness of data security because it is on a national scale. My Health Record is quite
possibly the biggest change to date we have seen in health information management so now is a great time to step up not only IT
security processes but train staff in protecting patient information, patient confidentiality and respect and also obtaining consent
from patients to share relevant health summary information. Often practices just download a template policy or procedure,
insert their practice name but there isn’t the quality training that needs to go with that policy. I see a lot of assumptions that
clinicians and staff have the requisite skills and knowledge.
I am constantly nagging doctors to log off and not share their passwords. I still regularly see practices where staff log on as the
doctor (they tell me this is to save the doctor time) and also where staff are not sure if their data is backed-up. We need to not
only ensure optimum IT systems and support but educate staff to ensure they follow IT security processes to minimise risk. These
days we need one person in particular who takes responsibility for the IT processes within a practice. This is why with the My
Health Record the first thing that happens is the setup of the ‘Responsible Officer’ (RO) and ‘Organisational Maintenance Officer’
(OMO).
I always say paying for good quality IT support is an investment in your business. Unfortunately, a lot of doctors don’t agree with
me and struggle with the not insignificant costs. This leads to either trying to manage their computer systems themselves or they
get someone they know who is ‘good with IT’ to help. Medical records are too valuable. Hackers have been able to exploit
security of practices due to outdated Windows workstations being used or not adhering to good security & privacy protection
practices. This has happened in our local medical software systems, not My Health Record! I suggest you invest and pay a
company who knows your own medical software very well, tests your system and ensures top of the range security is in place. I
would argue that this also then helps with meeting the requirements under the Privacy Act of taking ‘reasonable steps’ to protect
patient information.
10

I fax over information to the hospital
when they ask quite a few times every
day. It works well, let’s just keep doing
that.

It’s about improving efficiency really. At the moment your admin staff are interrupted (from seeing patients who are actually at
your practice) to take a phone call from the hospital, they then have to interrupt you, you stop seeing patients for a time,
generate a health summary and then staff are interrupted again to fax that health summary. Multiply this by “many times per
day”. You are paying for that time which could be better spent on the patients that are present.
Instead of this, by routinely uploading health summaries, that information would just be available to the other doctor at the point
of care and they can get on with treating them.
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There are enough interruptions in a medical practice so if we could eliminate some of these that would free up time and save you
paying staff to send faxes (and save money on printing!). I also feel we may not be doing everything we can to protect
confidentiality as we actually do not need admin staff to be seeing that health summary. Your admin staff handle that document
then perhaps an admin person at the hospital end when it’s received. They all have to read that information to know who it’s for
and what to do with it and what happens if the fax is sent to the wrong number?
The medical industry is probably the only one still faxing. We have more efficient technology these days than fax machines. I think
it would be better for staff to be caring for patients who are in the practice rather than chasing paper all day. Our technology has
evolved and so too should our practice processes. We have the choice here to protect patient confidentiality and have
information directly going from clinician to clinician yet we are choosing not to do this?
I am not sure patients know some practices are not doing everything they can to protect their confidentiality. In my travels I see
so many breaches staff don’t even seem to realise it. I always say don’t assume your staff just have the skills and knowledge –
provide them with support and training. I’d like to see training for all staff about Confidentiality, Privacy & Respect as a priority on
every practice training plan.
11

I can just print the health summary
out each visit and give it to the patient

Yes, you can and I like the idea the patient is seeing their own health summary. However, I would suggest, so it saves some
money (your printer, paper, toner etc.) and time for other clinicians down the track, maybe, show the health summary to the
patient now and then discuss and update their record and upload a shared health summary with them. Tell them they can access
it themselves and other doctors will be able to view it. You might find they’d prefer that than the piece of paper. If they prefer the
piece of paper, that’s fine, keep printing.
The reality of the printed health summary I see is elderly patients with their printed page with items crossed out. I have also seen
them not have it when they need it in an emergency situation and other times seen them hand a completely outdated one to an
emergency worker. I actually believe it Is cruel what we do to our elderly patients. I have elderly parents and have seen them
struggle to remember their complex health information in ED when they are in such distress. I see ambulance officers going
through patient medicine cabinets trying to work out what the patient is currently taking and ED spending valuable time trying to
piece the health summary information together to enable them to treat the patient. I believe we can do much better and just
about every emergency department nurse and doctor I have ever met agrees with me.
If the emergency clinicians could look up the patient name and see an accurate health summary the GP has uploaded, a list they
can clarify with the patient, then that should be a significant help to both them and the patient. Similarly, if you could just look at
your clinical software and see a discharge summary or result for your patient that you were not sent directly, this is instantly
beneficial.
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12

I’d do this if the patients asked me to
but they haven’t asked. This shows
they don’t want this.

Most of Australia doesn’t even know they can have a My Health Record (my coalface research confirms this every single day).
There has been very little advertising by Government (maybe because there was no point telling patients to go and ask your GP to
upload a health summary when practices simply weren’t ready) so patients just aren’t informed. We need to also educate
administration staff as receptionists tell me patients have asked them but they have put patients off as they did not know enough
about eHealth to help them. These requests never even reach the GP.
It would seem to me that some patients do want one as the majority of new patient registrations these days are coming from the
consumer portal which means the patients are finding out for themselves and creating their own My Health Record by
themselves. The reception you receive from patients is often completely dependent on how you explain it. For example, I was at
a practice who had begun registering patients and their local hospital had just become connected to My Health Record so they
were at the early stages of registering patients and then the GPs would upload the health summary. The receptionist commented
she needed to fax over a health summary to the ED and that it was the 5th time that day she’d had to do this and was looking
forward to when they would just view My Health Record and she didn’t need to stop her work to send a fax. A patient overhead
and asked if she could have a My Health Record ‘if it means the hospital would be able to see my health information’.
I find that for some reason misinformation and negativity seem to spread much faster than the facts. I would like to see all
Australians informed they can register for a My Health Record. We can’t wait 2+ years until they are automatically created.

13

It is just a list of documents, they are
static and will quickly go out of date.

Yes, test results, discharge summaries, medication lists etc all go out of date quickly. As they do when we receive them on paper.
My Health Record will alert us to changes so we can update the patient’s health summary.
I think of it like online banking, our transactions quickly go out of date and are replaced with new ones but we still want them all
listed. We use filters and searches to find important information quickly. It really is fast to upload an updated health summary or
event summary when something changes for a patient. I watch how fast GPs print a script these days and it takes about the same
time to upload as that. I can see how uploading a new health summary will become embedded in the clinical routine like
generating computerised prescriptions has.

14

Is it okay to look at a patient’s My
Health Record if they are not with me?

True Story: As soon as our local hospital was connected one of the Practice Principals from a large GP practice said to me “all my
patients are elderly Katrina, this will be so helpful for the hospital and also save me all those calls at night”. His practice started
registering all their patients and he routinely uploads health summaries. The hospital rang him and said they had one of his
patients in ED and asked him to fax over the health summary. He had created the My Health Record but not yet seen the patient
to upload their health summary. The GP wanted to upload the health summary rather than fax it and the question was ‘Can I do
this without the patient being with me?’.
I suggested to him to just ask the caller from ED to just check with his patient verbally. They of course said yes and I always
suggest to document in the patient notes for clarity. Provided the doctor was providing healthcare to the patient, he is authorised
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under the My Health Record system legislation to access and view the record so he did not strictly need permission however I feel
it is important that patients understand what we are doing and why - just as a complaint/risk minimisation strategy.
This scenario was not ideal of course, much better to upload that health summary in a calm consultation with the patient where
they can view their health summary and have the opportunity to advise if there is inaccurate or missing information. I suggest,
when first uploading a health summary with your patient and discussing their My Health Record, just ask the patient if it would be
okay for you to look at their My Health Record in their absence for example to view a test result, specialist or hospital letter.
Again this just means the patient won’t be surprised. If we communicate well I find it hard to imagine a patient having a problem
with the fact their own doctor is looking at their health record.
If we contrast this to our current processes, a GP will often now look at information prior to a consultation (sometimes just hitting
a button to file it away). So really, the My Health Record is just a faster way of processing information.
15

Why are other medical specialists not
being supported to engage with the
My Health Record system?

Since 1999 GPs have been supported either financially or with practice support eg from Divisions of General Practice then
Medicare Locals now PHNs) whereas other health professionals haven’t. It’s not surprising specialists and allied health
professionals are nowhere near as computerised as GPs. As a trainer I regularly see specialist practices now which are still
completely paper-based. I am teaching ‘introduction to scriptwriting’ and ‘generating computerised pathology & radiology
requests’. For general practice I was teaching that 12 years ago.
I find it is rare for Specialists to know about My Health Record including the fact that it is integrated into clinical software. I do
find however that now that most public hospitals are connected to My Health Record and discharge summaries uploaded
routinely, Specialists are interested in viewing the patient’s My Health Record as they don’t usually receive discharge summaries.
This tells me that once it contains helpful information clinicians will use the My Health Record system.
Specialists & Allied Health Professionals work so differently from general practice, a different approach is needed. One of the
challenges I have found is, in Specialist practices, administration staff do a lot of management of the creation and sending of
clinical documents. This poses a challenge as electronic health records are really designed for clinician access and upload.
This challenge is being addressed and Specialists working for hospitals in the Northern Territory and St Vincent’s Hospital in
Sydney are regularly uploading their Specialist letters because it has been nicely integrated into their letter writing systems –
there is no extra work for them to do. This is key learning for future success as I find asking a busy clinician to do two extra steps
will annoy them and detract from time with the patient.

16

The Government is going to use this to
monitor what we do, how we
prescribe etc.
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I suggest we look at it as we are accountable already whether we like it or not. The Government already knows every rebateable
healthcare visit, every medication dispensed, immunisations etc. What is new is the larger scale sharing and it is a new era of
sharing that’s for sure. On the positive side, looking at healthcare trends will be easier. Computers give us access to population
health management and research information on a scale we’ve certainly never had before.
17

Can I upload a care plan?

Not at the moment although I believe it is on the plan. I do know doctors at the moment who are using the Event Summary as a
care plan as this also includes electronically received test results.

18

How often would I upload a health
summary? Will a new summary override the last one?

When there is a medication change or new diagnosis, immunisation or allergy added to their record ie a significant change.
A new summary will not over-ride the last one. Previous summaries will remain on the list and you can use filters to remove older
documents from view if you choose. It is not unlike our online banking whereby older transactions stay on the list in case we want
to view them but we use searches and filters to quickly access the most relevant information.
Uploading the health summary is incredibly easy however what I see is that the hard part is remembering to do this when you’ve
made that change. This was reflected in the Clinical Useability Program (CUP) enhancements so please know the plan is to build in
a prompt to help with remembering. One software product has implemented this improvement and it looks great because, as you
close the patient file, you are asked if you would like to upload either a shared health summary or an event summary

19

Will this show me if patients are
doctor-shoppers or drug seekers?

In my opinion anyone doing anything really dodgy is not going to go near an electronic health record as it is way too sharing.
Patients have to consent to having one in the first place and they can see when it has been accessed.

20

Can I upload pathology and radiology
results?

You can’t upload the results in your software as stand-alone documents no, not at this stage, however pathology and radiology is
on the plan for 2016/17. Right now however you can include results you have electronically received in your own software by
including them in an Event Summary. In addition, any Discharge Summary you receive should routinely include results.
I have met doctors who were frustrated at not yet being able to include results when uploading a Shared Health Summary or
upload Care Plans yet so worked out a way around this and are now using the Event Summary on an ongoing basis. With an Event
Summary you can include results as well as the health summary information plus the plan and goals and more detail for their
patient.

21

Can I upload a scanned document?
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Not at this stage. And remember we are not supposed to upload anything from another author for eg. a Specialist should be
uploading their own letter not a GP uploading a Specialist letter (and yes I know you fax other clinicians documents regularly
now).
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22

I reckon insurance companies are
going to get hold of this.

An insurer is not authorised to access the My Health Record system unless they are accessing as a healthcare provider. So yes if a
doctor is working for an insurance company as a healthcare provider they could also obtain information via My Health Record.
Remember though that the patient has an audit trail on their My Health Record. Personally I have mine set up so I receive a sms
alert if it is accessed by a new organisation.
So, unlike now, the patient will know when their record has been accessed and by whom and have a right to take action if they
feel their record was inappropriately accessed.

23

Surely the fact that doctors haven’t
embraced eHealth it is an indication
that it is not helpful.

I absolutely disagree! If we were talking about a new drug or clinical approach I might agree with that thinking however I have
never found doctors prioritise technology. They prioritise patients and clinical care. I wouldn’t expect people who work often 12
hour days, on call, house-calls etc, who are often from a non-computer generation, to actually have much inclination or energy to
try a new electronic medical record. There are a lot of what ifs with technology and, as ‘evidence-based’ scientists, a wait-and-see
approach is extremely common. The percentage of doctors I know who are early technology adopters is tiny.
I read recently it took 20 years for the stethoscope to be widely accepted in clinical practice. And that’s a clinical benefit!
Just the idea that the patient can see their own list of medical conditions, medications, allergies & immunisations is so completely
new and foreign. The concept of patients having control over who sees this information has caused reactions like I’ve never seen
before.
I personally remember how long it took for computerised scriptwriting and pathology to become routine. Some doctors still
aren’t quite ready. We all know practices who still have paper records. I see first-hand how much easier it is to keep up than have
to catch up. I work with practices who are just starting to use a computer or the internet and email and it is hard for them.
I always say be risk-savvy not risk adverse. Medical practices need to run like businesses these days and patients are empowered
consumers. Technology is not going to go backwards and the My Health Record is just one aspect of Digital Health.

24

Most patients don’t have a My Health
Record;

Approximately 2.6 million Australians have registered however it is statistically unlikely at the moment that we will see one of
those patients and they will have anything on their My Health Record. We would be so much further along if we had just
advertised to everyone they could have one!
Many agree that one of the lessons learnt was that it should have been an ‘opt-out’ system from the start with empty records
ready for us to upload to. While the legislation has now been passed so that eventually all Australians will have one there are
currently ‘opt- out trials’ taking place so realistically there won’t be national opt-out for the country until probably 2018.
However, what has improved is the ability of our clinical software to register people. It’s not a clinician job but administration
staff can register patients in less than a minute with their ‘Assisted Registration Tool – ART’ in most medical software. Because we
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know the patients and they have a Medicare card we are like an instant huge tick for identification and this significantly simplifies
the registration process.
We can also advise patients to go to Medicare or the DHS office but Assisted Registration (in most software systems) takes less
than 2 minutes. I feel it is important to help patients who need a shared record to get registered. While they can do this
themselves online it does take about 20 minutes and they have to answer a lot of questions to prove who they are. Often our
patients in most need are not best placed to do this, may not even have a computer and administration staff in medical practices
are in a good position to do this as we can easily verify who they are and because of this the process is simplified to one or two
minutes. Registering patients is an admin job and yes ideally we wouldn’t have to do it at all but it is easy now and does not take
long at all. I say we take a few minutes to do this for the patients and we could eventually save hours not having to chase and
sending health summary information. One receptionist in a tourist area estimated she spends two hours each day chasing or
sending health summary information by fax. Numerous more hours are also spent scanning this faxed information into the local
clinical record. We spend time on creating and uploading to the My Health Record system but we will save time in other areas.
25

Are there Advanced Care Directives?

26

Radiology or pathology results are yet
to be made available to the My Health
Record;

27

Doctors will upload rubbish just to
meet the ePIP/DHPIP (Practice
Incentive Payment for Digital Health)
requirements – they won’t even tell
the patients

It’s quite amazing the headlines on the internet about Digital Health. Personally, I have learnt a lot about the business of
catastrophizing these last few years. I have read this headline about doctors possibly uploading without the patients consent just
to get the Practice Incentive Payment for Digital Health (previously ePIP) however I work with hundreds of doctors a year
regularly across Australia and I don’t share such a low opinion of doctors. Patients will be able to see what the doctor has
uploaded and when their record was viewed. They are accountable and doctors are smart enough to know this. I am hoping the
extra visibility and patient input will drive an improvement in overall data quality in our healthcare world.

28

Are private hospitals on board yet?

Public hospitals in every state are connected with more hospitals connecting regularly. Private hospitals and oncology in
particular are connecting now. Recently I have seen Cancer Care Units start to routinely upload event summaries for their
patients undergoing chemotherapy.
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At the moment, if the patient has listed who holds their Advanced Care Directive in their My Health Record that would be visible
to the clinician however what is due this year is the ability to upload the actual Advanced Care Directive (Plan) document itself.
The challenge to date has been these documents need to be in a compatible format. The system is continually evolving based on
clinical useability feedback and I believe we will be able to upload ACDs as pdfs (and probably care plans this way later also). I
believe we will really just be uploading the ACD on behalf of the patient and we’ll still need to notate where the signed original is
held.
The Northern Territory I believe have commenced uploading radiology reports and there will be uploading of Pathology as well
within the next 6 to 12 months. Private labs are in the process of creating conformant systems. Test results are a big goal of
Digital Health in order to save patients having to repeat tests and of course all the money if they don’t repeat tests unnecessarily.
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29

There are not enough people using it
the system to make it helpful

We need to start somewhere. Making it opt-out was, in my opinion, a mistake. We’ve wasted a lot of time having to register
patients instead of moving forward to data quality and use. Everyone has been so confused about what may or may not happen
next (politics!). Unfortunately, we do currently need to tell patients as they usually have no idea they can even have a My Health
Record. We just need to move forward, perhaps just focus on your patients who have significant health concerns; register them,
upload their health summary and start. I like to focus on all our patients who are having care plans as they are seeing multiple
providers. I also focus on patients over 70 as they are often seeing multiple healthcare providers. These patients often really want
a My Health Record as they just want their important information available to their doctors. If they don’t want their information
shared that’s fine too, nobody has to have a My Health Record. Even when it does eventually become opt-out nobody has to have
anything uploaded to it if they don’t want to.

30

Can that eDischarge summary I am
viewing in the patient’s My Health
Record then populate my medical
software with those medications?

Ah my favourite question ever! I believe the answer eventually will be yes however not yet. The eHealth ecosystem being built
here is massive but we don’t do fast massive change in the medical world. Every change needs to be carefully designed, discussed
and managed for potential risk. It makes sense to me that we are starting at very basic ie uploading and viewing basic summary
information about our patients. Even that has taken 3+ years.
I don’t envy those tasked with building this system. I remember asking doctors in my early eHealth training sessions if they would
like data to synchronise for example ‘if you saw a patient who was new to your practice and looked at a health summary the
usual or previous GP had uploaded, would you like to be able to import this directly into your own medications and past history
list?’ From doctors I’d literally get a 50:50 response. 50% “yes that would save so much time” and 50% “no way, I wouldn’t trust
that information”. This is typical of most software changes – some hate the change, others love it. Personally (depending on risk
management) I would say having options in our software to cater for preferences are good. I’d like to see this built with the
option for tick-boxes, check each one with the patient, and then synchronise data. And of course I always suggest if you’re
concerned clearly document the conversation in progress notes.
So unfortunately, the answer is our software does not allow this yet but I do love this question because I know if you are asking
this question we’ve moved beyond basic use to seeing how this could be even more helpful in daily practice. My understanding is
that the system has been designed with this synchronisation in mind; the terminology components are still being built and the
data is in, apparently, an atomised format to enable this. It’s the beginning of reconciliation of medication and while it’s a long
journey, it has started. I’ve no idea how this will all look in our software and work but let’s take gradual steps and feedback what
you like and don’t like so we see continual improvements. Over time however atomised data and synchronising clinical data will
most likely become routine. This, as well as information directly from the national pharmaceutical dispense repository, should
greatly help us maintain accurate up-to-date information with less data entry for clinicians.
“

Disclaimer: Please note I am an independent trainer and Practice Management Consultant with my own Practice Management Consultancy & health IT training business – Train IT Medical.
While I am an approved trainer for MedicalDirector, Best Practice Software, Nehta, Avant Mutual Group, AHPRA, Tyro etc and regularly present education sessions on behalf of organisations,
the feedback and opinions expressed herein are my own.
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